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To compliment the exhibition Australian Accent: the designs of Annan Fabrics 
and Vandé Pottery in the ‘40s and ‘50s, the Mosman Art Gallery presents this 
Textile Design Symposium.

10.30am  Registration and Morning Tea 

10.50am Welcome and introduction
    Julie Petersen, Curator, Mosman Art Gallery

11.00am Lyrebirds, kangaroo paws and creative women
  Lindie Ward, Curator of Design History and Society,  
  Powerhouse Museum, Sydney

  The use of Australian themes for textile design has spanned  
  the centuries with the work of Nance Mackenzie of Annan  
  Fabrics in the 1940s, Jenny Kee in the 1980s and Catherine  
  Martin in the 00’s of this decade. Curator Lindie Ward will  
  compare the work of these key designers and the creative  
  way in which they have used Australian imagery in their  
  designs.
 
11.30am Textile directions
  Cecilia Heffer, Senior Lecturer, School of Design UTS

  Textiles can be viewed as narratives that provide us with a  
  rich historical and cultural design source, however they are  
  also the fabrics and indicators of the future. This presentation  
  will look at examples of how traditional textile techniques  
  are emerging with new technologies and science to produce  
  technological innovation and meaningful design. Textile  
  directions will look at trends within this fast evolving area.
 
12noon Sustainable design and small business case study -  
  cloth: drawn from the land  
  Martine Kilo, Production and Studio Manager cloth

  From its beginning in Surry Hills in 1995 cloth fabric has  
  had a strong ethical and sustainable basis and a deep  
  connection to the Australian landscape. The employment of 
   local craftspeople, the hand made short batch production  
  processes, the tactility of the heavyweight hemp and linen  
  base cloths have all been the building blocks from which  
  cloth has grown. Martine Kilo, production and studio manager 
  since 2004 will give an illustrated history, talking about how 
  the early principles of the company still hold true today.

12.30pm LUNCH  

  This is an opportunity to view the exhibition Australian Accent:  
  Designs of Annan Fabrics and Vandé Pottery in the 40s and   
  50s and the textile samples from cloth and Think Positive 
  Designer Prints. There are cafes close to the Gallery where 
  you can purchase lunch.

1.30pm Originality and design
  Penny McIntyre, Owner and Director of Think Positive    
  Designer Prints

  In a competitive market place designers can be  
  called upon to copy ‘best sellers’ from other companies.  
  Penny McIntyre has been designing original textile prints for  
  25 years. Her presentation will discuss ways of satisfying  
  client demands by creating unique artworks which are easy  
  to do without breaching copyright. The work of well  
  known Australian Fashion Labels and Interior Fabric houses  
  will be used to illustrate her talk. 

2.00pm Getting into print  
  Andrea Jones, freelance design journalist

  Public visibility and promotion is a key issue for designers  
  and their work. Journalist Andrea Jones will give an insiders  
  perspective on how the design media works. Does the  
  media set the trends or just report on them? What  
  determines the people and products that get published?  
  Andrea will also discuss how designers can get their work  
  noticed and into the design media.

2.30pm Panel discussion
  Guest speakers will canvas questions from the audience and 
   discuss issues concerning current textile design practice. 
 

FREE - RSVP essential on 9978 4178


